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CONTROL UNIT

BALANCE

Reliability: rules for everyone involved ensure reliability and transparency.
Conflicting aims: these are detected early on, and
adjustments are requested.
Future scenarios: these are evaluated (cost / benefit)
and discussed with the management and those
involved.

How intelligent control safeguards profit.

G

ood planning is half the battle. At many companies the dif-

tion department cannot make in sufficiently large numbers. Or the pro-

ferent departments—from sales to procurement—still do

curement department might have too little time to find a supplier for

their planning separately instead of together. They tend to

components already scheduled in production. The corresponding plans

focus on their own segment of an indispensable process

can quickly become useless. When that type of situation arises, enor-

that unites all the departments. This process starts with

mous efforts are put into trying to satisfy the customer anyway. The high

the customer who selects a product and places an order for it. And it

additional costs threaten the company’s overall aim—to make a profit.

MANAGEMENT / PLANNING QUALITY
Overall success: entrepreneurial action is encouraged.
Planning quality and deliverability: these are anchored in the
“customer to customer” process via a trans-departmental
system of aims.

ends with the customer, when the desired product is delivered. Between

these two points the customer’s order moves through different hands

Intelligent control can coordinate the individual departments and align

PROCUREMENT

both inside and outside the company: dealers and suppliers are involved,

different forces more closely with the company’s overall objectives.

Need: reliably determined based on product range planning.
Fixation period: order volumes are fixed up
to a certain delivery deadline, then flexible.

the requisite components are purchased, the product is manufactured,

When everyone involved agrees and commits to a plan, this forms a

and then delivered by the logistics specialists. Conflicts can arise over

stable network. And within these set boundaries, all the departments

the course of this process. For example, the sales department might

retain the necessary latitude—and thereby gain a completely new

promote product versions with sizeable profit margins that the produc-

degree of flexibility. f

DEALER
Upselling: higher-grade model versions are
offered, depending on availability.
Order planning: the dealer commits to order
certain volumes.
5.
Procurement
orders materials

8.
The dealer gives the
product to the customer

CUSTOMER
Expectation: good quality, short
delivery times, and attractive prices.
Configuration: can still be adjusted
after the order.

SALES
Sales planning: takes customer demand and deliverability into account.
Forecasts: generated on the basis
of real-time data.
Marketplace: compensates among
dealers for deviations from sales
planning.

SUPPLIER
The “customer to customer” process covers all
activities from the order to the delivery. An intelligent
design ensures that everyone involved acts in concert
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7.
Production
delivers finished
product

PRODUCTION

Planning stability: clarity is provided by clear
statements of need plus fixation periods.
Flexibility: clear order commitments give
breathing room to capacities.

with company interests.

3.
Sales
has order
scheduled

Product range planning: sets minimum and maximum capacities for
set periods.
Flexibility: can handle fluctuations within the product range.
Transparency: restrictions on periods in which orders may be changed.
6.
Supplier delivers
materials ordered
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2.
The dealer
passes on
the order

1.
The customer
orders the product

4.
Production announces
procurement needs
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